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The Armenians of Ancient Persia: The Sassanians
Kaveh Farrukh 2014-02-28 Throughout most of the classical period, Persia was one of the greatest superpowers, place to a liminal position between a formidable rival to Rome and a dependable ally to Rome. But Professor Porshaianzadeh explores their fall in this fascinating history.

The Rise and Fall of the Sasanian Empire: A New Interpretation
Eberhard Sauer 2017-06-05 The Sasanian Empire achieved a lasting place in history with its success in the face of powerful opponents in the steppe and expanded further in Late Antiquity, whilst the Roman world shrank in size. Recent research has revealed the reasons for this success: notably population growth in some key territories, economic prosperity, and urban development, made possible through investment in agriculture and military infrastructure on a scale unparalleled in the late antique world. In this concise yet comprehensive book, Eberhard Sauer provides an unvarnished account of Sassanian Persia. Drawing on extensive new sources, he points out the extent of Sassanian life and unveils the divergent strands that contributed to the making of this great empire. This new edition includes updated economic and political histories as well as several inscriptions that have been found in recent years. 4. 3. 11

The Parthian and Early Sasanian Empires
Vesta Sarkhosh Curtis 2016-03-30 Although much of the primary information about the Parthian period comes from coins, there has been much new research undertaken over the past few decades into wider aspects of both the Parthian and Sassanian Empires including the Arsacid Parthians, an imperial tradition which is quick and disproportionately it the competing arts of arm of the Persian armies: offering an impressive appraisal of our modern knowledge. The book includes a comprehensive bibliography.

The Persian Puzzle
Saeed Shirazi 2015-08-19 This volume discusses the development of Iranian society from the Parthian to the Sassanian period, with an emphasis on political, social, and economic aspects. It provides a detailed overview of the political and social history of the Sassanian Empire, and also discusses the role of the Sassanian state in the broader context of the ancient world.

The Sasanian Era
Josef Wiesehöfer 2001-08-18 Of all the great civilizations of the ancient world, that of Persia is one of the least understood. Josef Wiesehöfer's After Alexander traces the Persian Empire from the time of the Achaemenids to the period of the Sassanians, and presents the evidence for this monumental history.

The Rise of Sasanian Persia
John Curtis 2005 A richly-illustrated and important book that traces the rise and fall of one of the ancient world's largest and richest empires. It is a comprehensive overview of the Sassanian civilization, from its origins to its decline.

The Sasanian Era
Touraj Daryaee 2012-02-16 This handbook is a guide to Iran's complex history. The book emphasizes the large-scale social, economic, and political changes that took place during the Sassanian period. It includes contributions from leading scholars in the field.
contending empires. This is an exciting and important study of a conflict that reshaped the map of the world. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are
battles of the period—Nineveh, Yarmuk, Qadisiyyah and Nahavand—and sieges such as those of Jerusalem and Constantinople are described in as rich detail. The
Xerxes ruled as the most powerful man on the planet. Yet somehow, astonishingly, against the largest expeditionary force ever assembled, the Greeks of the mainland
The War of the Three Gods Peter Crawford 2014-08-16 The War of the Three Gods is a military history of the Near and Middle East in the seventh century—with its
to the very brink of extinction by the Sassanid Persians before Heraclius managed to inflict a crushing defeat on the Sassanids with a desperate, final gambit. His
The War of the Three Gods Peter Crawford 2014-08-16 The War of the Three Gods is a military history of the Near and Middle East in the seventh century—with its
One man is sent to marshal the defenses of a lonely city and to shore up the crumbling walls of a once indomitable symbol of Roman
to stand hard against the greatest enemy ever to confront the Imperium. This is part one of Warrior of Rome: an epic of empire, of heroes, of treachery, of courage,
sidebottom is Fellow of St Benets Hall, and Lecturer at Lincoln College, Oxford - where he specializes in ancient warfare and classical art.
'knight, map and money: the world of the Avars', 'Musket, Map and Money: the world of the Avars', 'Musket, Map and Money: the world of the Avars'
several chapters of the book. Persian Warfare has been described in considerable detail, with an emphasis on the strategies and tactics of the Persians. The book covers the Persian Wars in detail, from the invasion of Greece to the death of Alexander the Great. It explores the Persian military forces, their organization, and their strategies. The book also discusses the impact of the Persian Wars on the development of Greek civilization. The Persian Wars had a lasting impact on the history of the ancient world, and this book provides a detailed and illuminating account of the conflicts and outcomes of these battles.
what about Babylon, Persia, and the Ottoman Empire? Once, long ago, these names caught people’s attention. What happened in these places changed the lives of millions of men, women, and children. Yet today, they are usually ignored or simply forgotten. In this book, however, they all live again. The conquests and achievements of Middle Eastern leaders are revived as lost worlds become, once more, proud places in time.

How the West Was Won and Lost

Rocky M. Mirza, PhD

2016-04-14

Western powers are addicted to stealing and warmongering and their days at the top of civilization are numbered. To prove this point, Rocky M. Mirza, Ph.D., traces the rise of the Western powers from the Greek and Roman empires through the Portuguese, Spanish, British, French, German, Italian, and American empires. He argues that the West has promoted private property over communal property, which has created huge inequalities of wealth. It has encouraged the production and consumption of goods instead of preserving our planet. It has exploited Third World workers to satisfy obese citizens addicted to super-size portions. From the time Portugal found a sea route to India and Spain rediscovered the New World, the West has sought to steal and kill. At first, Muslims in the Middle East and powerful countries in Asia thwarted Western ambitions, but the Industrial Revolution of the eighteenth century changed the landscape. Instead of building mutually beneficial relationships, Western empires from the Portuguese to the Americans have sought to solely look out for their own interests. Find out how the balance is shifting in How the West was Won and Lost.